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The Trump administration arrived in Washington in 2017 viscerally opposed
by both the political and the scientific establishments. Establishment scientists
pre-denounced Trump administration policies as aWar on Science, in response to
themany Trump campaign positions deemed hostile to the “scientific consensus.”1

As Trump settled into his presidency, the most significant repudiation of the
Establishment’s consensus was the withdrawal from the Paris Climate Agreement,
followed soon by the administration’s reform of select Obama-era environmental
regulatory initiatives.2

As with much other Trump administration policy, science initiatives have
been piecemeal and limited. The Trump administration has pushed through
few reformist appointments to federal scientific agencies, whose permanent
bureaucracies remain Establishment bulwarks; hence the president’s vocal
disbelief in the November 2018 Fourth National Climate Assessment,
jointly released by the government’s environmental bureaucracies.3 Lacking
supporters to push through reform initiatives, the Trump administration has
not been able to do much. The administration could withdraw from the Paris
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Climate Agreement due to its peculiar status as an executive agreement
unratified by Congress—and the withdrawal has been less total than its
supporters wish or its critics fear.4 The mass of America’s science policy
regulations have been more difficult to reform. For example, in April 2018
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed a rule to strengthen
transparency in regulatory science—but the EPA received more than
590,000 comments on the proposed rule, and had not acted on it as of
December 2018.5

Effective Trump administration changes to scientific policy have largely
consisted of the slowdown, delay, or suspension of further regulatory action.
The exodus of permanent staff from the EPA, which has slowed down the
application of existing regulations, has probably had greater practical effect than
the Trump administration’s regulatory initiatives.6

Congress has not been able to substitute for executive-branch inaction. Rep.
Lamar Smith’s HONESTAct would have substantially strengthened requirements
for public accessibility and reproducibility of research data used for government
policy—but the bill, which passed in the House, never received a hearing in the
Senate. Legislation to reform science policy requires assembling a bipartisan reform
coalition, a feat which does not appear imminent. The reform of science policy has
been generally going in the right direction, but has also been limited in scope.

Civil society’s debate about science continues as a stalemate. The scientific
“Establishment,” operating from redoubts such as the National Academy of
Sciences, remains committed to dubious policy advocacy, but dissenters retain
sufficient intellectual freedom that they can publicize errors and spur honest
scientists to withdraw false claims. To be sure, there is far too much policy
advocacy from scientists, but when they trumpet bad science the public still has
opportunities to discern the truth.

Climate studies continues as the most politicized science, whose gatekeeping
professionals advocate unprofessionally for climate alarmism. Far too many
climate researchers take apocalyptic climate change to be an unfalsifiable
paradigm.7 The ‘gold standard journals’ Nature and Science, above all, promote
the artificial “consensus” of nigh-apocalyptic climate change.8 The alarmism of
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the scientific journals meets its match in the popular press, as well as at the
universities, where assent to alarmist conclusions is a near-universal requirement.9

The Next Generation Science Standards have injected climate alarmism into K-12
science education in almost every state.10 Social media companies censor climate
skepticism.11 Professors publish articles calling for the formal abrogation of freedom
of speech for climate skeptics.12 Climate alarmists progressively undermine the
climate of freedom necessary to sustain scientific inquiry.

Yet even climate studies remains open to correction. A pair of Swedish
scientists published a report in Science in 2016 on microplastic pollution in the
Baltic—and aroused suspicion from their colleagues that they had made up their
research data. Science was slow to respond to these suspicions, but the article
ultimately was withdrawn and the scientists censured by Uppsala University for
scientific misconduct.13 A 2018 report on increasing rates of warming in the
oceans was immediately taken apart by a climate warming skeptic—and the lead
scientist withdrew his headline claim.14 The institutions of modern science can
still correct themselves.

The juncture of climate studies and reproducibility offers particular hope.
Several outsiders to the climate change consensus, alerted by the news of the
larger irreproducibility crisis, have been querying the reproducibility of climate
research for a decade.15 More recently, climate Establishmentarians have begun
to examine their own procedures. Climate projection modeling and weather
computations have both been subjected to the critique that they are not as yet
reproducible.16 A 2017 study of publication bias in climate studies states that
climate warming does exist—but that headlines routinely exaggerate its impact.
The study also found that journals such as Science andNature publish unreliable
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outliers to the discipline’s conclusions.17 Reproducibility research has quantified
these flagship journals’ bias—and revealed to scientific professionals how little
credence should be placed in these “gold standard” publications.

The growing professional realization of the gravity of the irreproducibility
crisis as a whole provides a larger hope that science can reform itself.18 Since
John Ioannidis first articulated the nature of the modern reproducibility crisis
with his 2005 study of biomedical research,19 awareness of the crisis has spread
to numerous fields, with increasing numbers of scientists realizing that scientific
procedures must be radically reformed.

Since politicization and groupthink are contributory factors to the irreproducibility
crisis, a growing number of scientists have realized that proper scientific procedures
require rejecting political groupthink. Social psychologists Jarret Crawford and Lee
Jussim have co-edited a book on the effects of political groupthink on their
discipline,20 and the increasingly influential Heterodox Academy was founded
to counter the pernicious intellectual effects of groupthink.21 Tellingly, in 2018
reproducibility researcher Andrea Saltelli was brought up short by climate
alarmist Naomi Oreskes’s rejection of the very existence of the irreproducibility
crisis.22 The irreproducibility crisis has begun to make scientists realize that there
are large numbers of advocates donning the cloak of science.

Science’s enduring capacity for self-correction gives cause for hope.
Unfortunately, that capacity, based on a continuing conception that science
is devoted fundamentally to the empirical search for truth, may not survive
the crippling effects of social justice education, which has begun to take root
in the sciences. An increasing number of young, aspiring scientists are being
indoctrinated, repelled from the discipline, or excluded from it. Worse, social
justice education threatens the very definition of science as primarily a search for
truth, replacing it with the necessity of pursuing social justice, variously (and
sometimes whimsically) defined, and the need for political activism.23 Where
science education is concerned, some part of social justice concerns itself with
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race and sex quotas for individuals pursuing careers as scientists—the extension
of affirmative action to the STEM disciplines, with predictably deleterious
consequences to science education.24 As Heather Mac Donald notes:

Entry requirements for graduate education are being revised. TheAmerican
Astronomical Society has recommended that Ph.D. programs in astronomy
eliminate the requirement that applicants take the Graduate Record Exam
(GRE) in physics, since it has a disparate impact on females and URMs
[Under RepresentedMinorities] and allegedly does not predict future research
output. Harvard and other departments have complied, even though an
objective test like the GRE can spotlight talent from less prestigious schools.
The NSF’s Graduate Research Fellowship Program has dropped all science
GREs for applicants in all fields.25

Another part of social justice education concerns itself with reserving classroom
time to discuss the contributions of scientists from underrepresented groups not for
the nature of their discoveries, but for the nature of the discoverers.26 Yet another
part seeks to yoke science education to social justice ends—to combine life
science with propaganda in favor of environmental policy; to have the examples
of a statistics class discuss putative police brutality; to have a chemistry class
spend time doing research to support a lawsuit against a supposed polluter.27

Studying the works of minority or female scientists, even when they are
marginal figures, might be just an expensive distraction, a tithe imposed on a
science educationwhose core remains fundamentally sound. But involving science
in social justice activism by steering teaching and research to support policy goals
poses an existential danger to the scientific enterprise. When it takes this form,
social justice education subordinates science to the cause of favored policy
outcomes. It eliminates the ideal that science ought to be disinterested and
independent, and substitutes the idea that science is important only to the extent
that it serves social justice goals. A typical example of the theoretical claims of
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social justice science education argues: “Justice-centered science pedagogy . . .
asserts that both the STEM pipeline and everyday life are characterized by social
injustice and economic exploitation. To place justice at the center of education
means that students and teachers must explicitly grapple with issues of social
injustice as they learn to question and challenge oppression.”28 Social justice
education aims to ensure there will be no future Sakharovs, no scientists educated
to know there is a distinction between scientific truth and social justice dogma.

Social justice education began to afflict the sciences by way of proposals in
education journals around a decade ago. Teachers and professors began to canvass
ways to subordinate science education to social justice—and to list the ways they
did so in their own classes. These first proposals have spread to what now appears
to be a cottage industry of journal publications, conferences, blog posts, teaching
resources, and actual science classes subordinated to social justice education.29 The
rot appears to be deepest inK-12 science education, but it has begun to spread to the
undergraduate level. Astronomy,30 biology,31 chemistry,32 computer science,33

engineering,34 environmental studies,35 mathematics,36 physics,37 and statistics38

are all infected by social justice education.
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Scholarship funding has also begun to shift toward social justice. The National
Science Foundation has funded the Science Scholars for Social Justice Program at
Cabrini University, which “provides accepted Biology and Chemistry majors up
to $8,000/year for four years ($32,000), in addition to other merit and need-based
aid.”Recipients “[e]ngage in social justice issues and science through courses and
service activities.”39

Actual science has begun to bow to social justice. President Obama declared
that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) should adopt
outreach to the Muslim world as a primary mission.40 LucianneWalkowicz, the
Baruch S. Blumberg Chair of Astrobiology at NASA, recently convened
“Decolonizing Mars: An Unconference on Inclusion and Equity in Space
Exploration” to oppose colonizingMars because “using a colonialist framework
in space reproduces past harm from humanity’s history on Earth.”41

If things go on, the quality of American scientists is likely to decrease
sharply, particularly in those fields with the most immediate relevance to
social justice advocacy—climate studies, social psychology, biology, and
those aspects of genetics that dispute social justice advocates’ neo-Lysenkoist
dogma.42 The likely corollary is increased American dependence on scientists
educated abroad, and, ultimately, the departure of world scientific leadership
from America to countries less constrained by ideological rigidity.

Of course things rarely do go on forever. Straight-line projections of decline
are simplistic. The political conjunction in 2016 that temporarily evicted
from governmental power the political advocates working as scientists was
unexpected, and more such surprises are possible. The stirrings of scientific
reform around the reproducibility crisis offer the prospect of a substantial
movement of scientific self-correction. Perhaps most important, science
attracts ornery types who dislike being told what to believe. A saving
remnant immune to the propaganda of social justice education may well
be sufficient to redeem American science.

Yet we cannot depend on such hopes. The limited good news about reforming
government policy initiatives and the hope proffered by the reproducibility crisis
will matter little if social justice educators succeed in their campaign to annex
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science education. Americans who care about science must concentrate on
protecting science education from their clutches.

Science is the last redoubt of the search for truth in American education. It too
may fall to the ghazis of social justice education.
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